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ABSTRACT: A truncated form of cytochromef from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii(an important eukaryotic
model organism for photosynthetic electron transfer studies) has been crystallized (space groupP212121;
three molecules/asymmetric unit) and its structure determined to 2.0 Å resolution by molecular replacement
using the coordinates of a truncated turnip cytochromef as a model. The structure displays the same
folding and detailed features as turnip cytochromef, including (a) an unusual heme Fe ligation by the
R-amino group of tyrosine 1, (b) a cluster of lysine residues (proposed docking site of plastocyanin), and
(c) the presence of a chain of seven water molecules bound to conserved residues and extending between
the heme pocket and K58 and K66 at the lysine cluster. For this array of waters, we propose a structural
role. Two cytochromef molecules are related by a noncrystallographic symmetry operator which is a
distorted proper 2-fold rotation. This may represent the dimeric relation of the monomers in situ; however,
the heme orientation suggested by this model is not consistent with previous EPR measurements on oriented
membranes.

Biological systems couple redox energy to processes, such
as biosynthesis and transport, through electron transport
chains and proton electrochemical gradients across mem-
branes (1-4). The electron transport chains include a series
of membrane-bound redox enzymes which couple their redox
reactions to translocation of protons across the membrane,
generating a high-energy proton electrochemical potential
gradient.

The plastoquinol:plastocyanin oxidoreductase (cytochrome
b6f complex, EC 1.10.99.1) (5, 6) plays such a role in the
eukaryotic and prokaryotic oxygenic photosynthetic electron
transfer chain. Its role is analogous to that of the ubiquinol:
cytochromec oxidoreductase (cytochromebc1 complex) in
mitochondrial (1, 2) or prokaryotic (4) respiration, and

prokaryotic anoxygenic photosynthesis (4), and indeed, the
sequences of the two proteins are significantly homologous.

To understand the detailed mechanism of electron transfer
and proton translocation, high-resolution structural informa-
tion is useful. Atomic structural models of the mitochondrial
cytochromebc1 complex (7, 8) have shed light on its
mechanism; however, the structure of the cytochromeb6f
complex is not known. At present, only the general dimeric
nature of the cytochromeb6f complex (9-12) and a pro-
jection map at 8-9 Å resolution (13, 14) are available.
Crystals of a cyanobacterialb6f complex have been reported
(15), but considerable improvement in the order will be
required before an atomic-resolution structure can be ob-
tained.

A useful strategy for gaining structural information about
multisubunit proteins is to divide the large complexes into
smaller components that are more amenable to structure
determination. Thus far, elucidation of the structure of
individual subunits has been successful for a truncated form
of cytochromef (a component of the chloroplast cytochrome
b6f complex) from turnip (16, 17), as well as for truncated
forms of the Rieske iron-sulfur subunit of the cytochrome
bc1 (18) andb6f (19, 20) complexes.

Cytochromef is one of the four redox centers in the
cytochromeb6f complex of the thylakoid membrane in
oxygenic photosynthetic organisms and is analogous in
function to the mitochondrial/bacterial cytochromec1 of the
cytochromebc1 complex. Cytochromef is the electron donor
to the Cu-containing protein plastocyanin (21) [or to cyto-
chromec6 (c552) in some eukaryotic algae and cyanobacteria,
when growing in a Cu-deficient environment (22-24)] and
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is thought to be reduced directly by the Rieske iron-sulfur
protein (3). The protein has a predicted molecular mass of
ca. 32 kDa, contains one covalently bound heme C group
per molecule, and has a midpoint redox potential of ca. 350
mV (5, 25). Hydropathy profiles have predicted that the
protein has one transmembrane-spanning region, near its
C-terminus, and that most of the protein is localized in the
thylakoid lumen (25). When a lumen-side water-soluble
fragment of cytochromef was isolated from turnip, it lacked
the C-terminus transmembrane-spanning region (33 residues)
(16, 26), but was still redox-active and possessed the same
midpoint redox potential as the intact cytochromef (17). The
structure of this truncated form has been reported by Martinez
et al. (16, 17). The protein consists predominatly ofâ-sheet,
has a unique ligation of the heme by theR-amino N of the
N-terminal residue, and is divided into a large domain and
a small domain. There is a cluster of basic residues (“lysine
patch”) at the junction of the two domains, and there is a
chain of five buried water molecules.

In recent years, the eukaryotic unicellular green alga
Chlamydomonas reinhardtiihas become the preferred model
organism for genetic studies of eukaryotic photosynthesis.
This alga has a photosynthetic electron transfer chain similar
to the one found in higher plants but with an advantage over
them in that the chloroplast genome ofC. reinhardtii is easily
transformable (27, 28). Thus, it allows the preparation of
site-directed mutants of chloroplast-encoded proteins. Among
these proteins, cytochromef (chloroplast petA gene) is of
particular interest because inC. reinhardtii it is 72% identical
to the higher-plant cytochrome (25) and because the electron
transfer reactions of cytochromef can be studied by kinetic
spectrophotometry in situ in whole algal cells (29-32). Thus,
the algal cytochromef is a very good model of the higher-
plant cytochromef but has the advantage of being muta-
tionally manipulatable. For these reasons, and to complement
functional descriptions with specific structural data, it is of
great interest to know the actual structure of theC. reinhardtii
cytochromef.

For this work, the nonphotosynthetic strain F283ST ofC.
reinhardtii constructed by Kuras et al. (30) was used to purify
a truncated soluble form of cytochromef that is naturally
overexpressed. In the petA gene of this strain, a stop codon
replaces the codon for I252 (I283 numbered from the M
initiation codon in the preprocessed protein). Thus, the
truncated cytochrome lacks the last 35 residues that would
involve the membrane-anchoringR-helix. Consequently, this
modified protein is normally processed and translocated into
the thylakoid lumen where it remains soluble, being redox-
active in vivo and having spectral characteristics very similar
to those of the wild-type form (30). The transformation of
this intrinsic membrane protein into a soluble one, which
represents the peripheral portion of the native cytochrome,
facilitates its purification and, in combination with the
conserved physicochemical properties, provides an attractive
system for structural studies.

In this paper, we present the crystal structure at 2.0 Å
resolution of a truncated form of cytochromef from C.
reinhardtii and compare this structure with that previ-
ously described from turnip. We find that the structures are
similar but also contain some significant differences. An
abstract of this work has been previously communicated
(33).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein Preparation and Crystallization. C. reinhardtii
strain F283ST was kindly provided by Francis-Andre` Woll-
man (Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, Paris, France).
The microalga was grown in carboys containing 12 L of TAP
medium (34) at 28°C with strong aeration (2 L min-1 per
carboy) and moderate magnetic stirring. Dim incandescent
light (10 µeinstein m-2 s-1) was provided. Typically, the
culture grew with a duplication time of 16-18 h and was
harvested with a continuous flow centrifuge at 29000g when
a density equivalent toA750 ) 0.6-0.8 was reached. The
cell paste was stored at-20 or -80 °C.

For cytochrome purification (all steps in ice or at 4°C),
the cells (80 g wet weight) were thawed and suspended in
800 mL of 50 mM MOPS/KOH (pH 7.2), 100 mM KCl, 3
mM NaN3, 0.5 mM Na-EDTA, and 0.1 mM phenylmethane-
sulfonyl fluoride, sonicated [5 min, Heat Systems Ultra
Sonics Inc., model W185, setting 9 (ca. 110 W), 1 cm
diameter probe], and then centrifuged for 2 h at11300g. The
supernatant was diluted to 6 L with 0.5 mM Na-EDTA and
loaded onto a 300 mL column of DEAE-Sepharose CL6B
(Pharmacia) equilibrated with 20 mM KPi (pH 7.5) and 0.5
mM EDTA. The column was washed with 200 mL of the
equilibration buffer and then eluted with an 800 mL linear
gradient from 20 to 75 mM KPi (pH 7.5) and 0.5 mM EDTA.
The pink cytochromef-containing fractions were pooled and
diluted with an equal volume of distilled water, and ion
exchange chromatography was repeated in the absence of
EDTA. Pooled fractions from the second DEAE column were
applied to a 75 mL column of ceramic hydroxyapatite type
II, 0.08 mm (Bio-Rad). The column was washed with 200
mL of 50 mM KPi (pH 7.5) and then eluted with an 800 mL
linear gradient from 50 to 120 mM KPi. The pooled fractions
were concentrated toe5 mL by ultrafiltration (Amicon YM-
10 membrane) and loaded onto a 600 mL column of
Sephacryl S-200 HR (Pharmacia) equilibrated with 50 mM
KPi (pH 7.5) and 0.5 mM EDTA, to finally elute cytochrome
f with the same buffer. The protein is obtained in its reduced
state.

The crystals were initially screened by the sparse-matrix
method (35), and one promising set of conditions was
optimized. For crystallization, the pooled fractions from the
Sephacryl column were concentrated by ultrafiltration (Cen-
tricon P-10, Amicon) to about 2 mM on the basis of an
extinction coefficient of 34 mM-1 cm-1 at 554 nm. Portions
of 5-10µL were mixed with an equal volume of precipitant
containing 180 g/L PEG-8000, 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (pH
6.5), and 0.2 M Zn(OAc)2 and allowed to equilibrate at 4
°C by vapor diffusion against the same precipitant until
crystal growth stopped.

Data Collection. The crystal, cryoprotected in the mother
liquor with 30% (v/v) glycerol, was flash-frozen in the
nitrogen cold stream for data collection at 108 K on a
R-AXISIIC imaging plate detector coupled with a Rigaku
Rotaflex X-ray generator. The data set was processed with
DENZO (36) and scaled with the CCP4 program suite (37),
resulting in the data statistics shown in Table 1.

Structure Determination.The structure was determined by
the molecular replacement method using the AMORE
program (38) with a preliminary 2.3 Å dataset and the
coordinates of the truncated cytochromef from turnip
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(Protein Data Bank entry 1CTM) as the search model. After
rigid-body refinement in the program X-PLOR (39), the
R-factor for data between 10.0 and 2.3 Å was reduced to
39.4%. AnFo

1 - Fc map calculated with phases from this
rigid-body-refined model (still lacking the heme) clearly
showed electron density for the heme group (Figure 1). The
heme was then added; the sequence was changed to that of
C. reinhardtii, and those residues that differ between the two
species or that did not fit the electron density were rebuilt
using the graphics program O (40). This model was refined
against the final 2.0 Å data set using X-PLOR 3.1. Solvent
molecules (all regarded as water) were added conservatively
with due regard for their environment, including potential
interactions with hydrogen-bond partners. Inclusion of
individual atomic temperature factors and removal of the ncs
restriction during the final stages were validated by a
substantial decrease in the value ofRfree. At the end of the
X-PLOR refinement, the crystallographicR-factor was 21.5%
andRfree was 29.3%. Bulk solvent correction and anisotropic

B-factor refinement were then carried out in CNS 0.22 using
all data with|F| > 2σF between 2.0 and 25 Å, which further
reduced theR-factor andRfree to 21.4 and 27.1%, respectively.
Root-mean-square deviations from ideal values were 0.006
Å for bond lengths and 1.5° for angles. The standard
deviation in coordinate values estimated from cross-validated
Sigma-A treatment was 0.23 Å. Representations of the
structure were prepared using the progams O (40), Molscript
(41), Raster 3D (42), GRASP (43), and Rasmol (44).

Other Methods.Absorption spectra were taken with a
computerized Aminco DW-2 spectrophotometer in dual beam
mode with a spectral band-pass of 1 nm, a scanning rate of
0.8 nm/s, and a response time of 50 ms. The wavelength
scale was calibrated using the 656.1 nm peak of the
deuterium lamp. SDS-PAGE (45) was performed after
denaturing samples in the presence of 5% (w/v) SDS with
or without 50 mM dithiothreitol at 80°C for 5 min; samples
were not centrifuged before electrophoresis was carried out.
Nondenaturing electrophoresis was performed with Tris-
glycine gels (pH 8.8). In all cases, precast gels with 14% or
4 to 20% acrylamide (with equivalent results), all buffers,
and MW standards (MWs of 200-2.5 kDa) as well as
running conditions were from NOVEX (San Diego, CA).
Protein determination, using BSA as a standard, and heme-
chrome extraction and measurements were performed as
described in ref46. Analytical size exclusion chromatography
through a Pharmacia LKB Superdex 75 HR 10/30 column
was performed with a Pharmacia FPLC system at 22°C and
1 mL/min. The column was calibrated with 12 standards
(MWs of 66-3.5 kDa).

RESULTS

Description of the Purified Protein.The truncated form
of C. reinhardtii cytochromef, which is purified here for
the first time, has spectral characteristics almost identical to
those of cytochromef from a wild-type strain (30) (see results
below). It is also redox-active; it can be rapidly photooxidized
in intact cells (30), and in vitro it can be reduced and oxidized
by ascorbate and ferricyanide, respectively. In addition, it
can bind to and react with homologous plastocyanin (47,
48).

After the last step of the purification of cytochromef
(554.5 nm/280 nm absorbance ratio of 0.72, for the fully1 Abbreviations: Fo, observed structure factor amplitudes;Fc,

calculated structure factor amplitudes; rms, root-mean-square; ncs,
noncrystallographic symmetry; W, water molecule;Φc, phases of
calculated structure factors;σ, rms deviation from the mean value of
an electron density map.

2 A preliminary release of the program CNS was made available to
the S.-H. Kim lab for testing purposes by A. Bru¨nger.

FIGURE 1: Omit map of the heme region. The electron density map is made with coefficients ofFo - Fc andΦc, whereFc andΦc are
amplitudes and phases, respectively, calculated from the final refined model after deleting the heme and residues Y1 and H25 to avoid
model bias in the heme region. The map is contoured at the 3σ level.

Table 1: Data Processing and Refinement Statisticsa

data statistics
resolution (Å) 2.0
no. of reflections 47961
redundancy 3.3 (2.8)
data coverage (%) 91.6 (68.7)
I/σ 14.8 (3.5)
Rsym (%) 4.2 (17.6)

refinement statistics
resolution range (Å) 25.0-2.0
no. of non-H protein atoms 5877
no. of solvent molecules 1001
R-factor for 44561 reflections (F > 2σ, 95%) 21.4% (24.1%)
Rfree for 2346 reflections (F > 2σ, 5%) 27.1% (31.7%)
rms deviation from ideal geometry

bond lengths (Å) 0.006
bond angles (deg) 1.5
dihedral angles (deg) 24.3

average temperature factors (Å2)
main chain atoms only 23.8
all protein atoms (excluding water) 24.8
water molecules only 36.6

a Values in parentheses correspond to the highest-resolution shell
(2.13-2.0 Å).
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reduced form), an overloaded SDS-PAGE gel (30µg of
protein/lane) stained with Coomasie blue shows only one
band and a mobility equivalent to a MW of 31( 1 kDa,
with the sample prepared under reducing conditions (dithio-
threitol) or under nonreducing conditions. The same mobility
is also observed with a load of 1µg of protein. FPLC size
exclusion chromatography of the cytochrome under nonde-
naturing conditions [4 mM NaPi (pH 6.0) and 250 mM KCl]
yields a slightly asymmetrical tailing peak and a molecular
mass of 32( 2 kDa. Nondenaturing electrophoresis shows
(Coomasie) a main band, with little tailing, and a minor
component (10%) with a slightly higher mobility.

The spectrum of the purified cytochrome in the reduced
state [in 50 mM KPi (pH 7.4)] exhibits peaks at 421.4, 523.9,
531.1, and 554.2 nm, whereas in the oxidized state, the
maxima are at 410.8 and∼530 nm. The maxima of the
reduced-minus-oxidized spectrum are at 421.8, 524.1, 531.1,
and 554.2 nm [this last value is 0.5 nm higher than the one
found through the light-induced differential spectrum in situ
(30)]. The isosbestic points are at 414.9, 432.3,∼509,∼533,
∼543, and∼560 nm.

Using the pyridine hemechrome quantification, the extinc-
tion coefficients were 34 mM-1 cm-1 at 554 nm for the
reduced protein, whereas in the reduced-minus-oxidized
spectrum, the coefficients are 26 mM-1 cm-1 at 554 nm and
28 mM-1 cm-1 at 554-538 nm. These values are similar to

the ones for purified spinach and turnip cytochromesf
(49).

The properties of this purified protein indicate that the
nature of the truncated cytochromef is very similar to that
of the native form and that, therefore, it is a good model for
studying structural-functional relationships.

Structural Determination.Crystals of the type used for
this study have maximal and minimal dimensions of 1 and
0.3 mm, respectively. The cytochrome is crystallized in the
reduced form. The crystals belong to space groupP212121

(a ) 75.62 Å, b ) 94.95 Å, andc ) 120.20 Å). The
asymmetric unit contains three monomers of the cytochrome.

Diffraction data were phased by molecular replacement
using the coordinates of Brookhaven Protein Data Bank entry
1CTM for a truncated form of turnip cytochromef (16) as a
search model. A model of the three cytochrome molecules
was built and refined against 2.0 Å diffraction data to a
crystallographicR-factor of 21.4% and to anRfree of 27.1%.
The detailed refinement statistics are listed in Table 1.

Figure 1 shows an “omit” map of the heme region, phased
from a model in which the heme and residues Y1 and H25,
which provide the fifth and sixth ligands to the heme iron
in turnip (16) (see below), were omitted. This eliminates
phase bias with respect to these residues. The electron density
clearly shows heme axial ligation by the N-terminal amino
group of Y1 and by Nδ of H25, as indicated in the model.

FIGURE 2: Stereo ribbon diagram of cytochromef from C. reinhardtii [drawn with Raster 3D (42)]. In the wild type, the C-terminus would
be continuous forming a membrane-spanningR-helix and a short cytoplasmic segment.
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Description of the Structure.The final model (PDB entry
1CFM) contains in the asymmetric unit three hemes, all the
residues of three monomers, and 1001 water molecules. As
we expect from sequence homology (72% sequence identity),
the overall folding is very similar to that ofBrassica
campestris(turnip) (16). The protein is made of two distinct
domains in an elongated form where the heme group sits
within the large domain near the interface between two
domains (Figure 2). The large domain has an immunoglo-
bulin-like fold flanked by smallR-helices, and the small
domain has a jellyroll fold made up of four major and three
minor â-strands. A schematic drawing of the secondary
structure arrangement, which is very similar to that of the
turnip cytochrome (16), is available as Supporting Informa-
tion.

C. reinhardtiicytochromef contains one more residue than
the turnip protein, 286 amino acids rather than 285. Gray
(25) aligned the sequences (Figure 3) using two insertions
in C. reinhardtii and one in turnip, all in the region with a
relatively low degree of homology between residues 169 and
204 (turnip).

Using this scheme, the backbone atoms of the large domain
of the algal cytochromef monomers and that of the turnip
cytochromef can be superimposed accurately (with rms
deviations ofe0.5 Å), with the exception of the truncated
C-terminus (R251) and the loop after helix 1 (around residue
15). When this superposition is done (Figure 4a), it is seen
that the small domain has a slightly different orientation in
the four structures. This implies some flexibility of the hinge
between the two domains. The difference in the orientation
of the small domains in the three independent molecules can
be described as a rotation of 2.3-3.2°. The rotations do not
share a common axis, so the movement is not a simple hinge
motion. When these angles between the two species are

compared, larger rotation angles of 6.0-7.5° are observed.
A similar small change in the relative orientation of the two
folding domains was also observed when two turnip cyto-
chromef structures at different temperatures were compared
(17).

In Gray’s alignment,3 residues 1-177 of C. reinhardtii
align with residues 1-177 of turnip,C. reinhardtii residues
179-187 align with turnip residues 178-186,C. reinhardtii
residues 189-199 align with turnip residues 187-197, and
C. reinhardtii residues 201-251 align with turnip residues
200-250. However, when the backbone atoms of the small
domain are superimposed using Gray’s alignment, residues
179-183 of the algal protein do not superimpose on residues
178-182 of the turnip protein. A much better fit is obtained
by superimposingC. reinhardtii residues 178-182 onto
turnip residues 178-182 (Figure 4b). This implies that
â-strand 13 of the small domain aligns with same numbered
residues of turnip and that both insertions inC. reinhardtii
should be located in the loop betweenâ-strands3 SC1 and
SC2 in entry 1CFM (loop 1 in Figure 4b). This loop is
relatively disordered, as indicated by high temperature factors
(especially in monomer A) and large conformational differ-
ences between these residues in the three differentC.
reinhardtii structures (Figure 4b). Besides the conserved
E186 (turnip; E187 inC. reinhardtii), this loop contains K187
(turnip; K188 and K189 inC. reinhardtii ). These lysines
are believed to be involved in plastocyanin binding (also see
Lysine Cluster). The turnip insertion is in the loop between
theâ-strands3 SC2 and SC3 in the small domain (loop 2 in
Figure 4b). This loop also appears to be flexible and
disordered inC. reinhardtii, especially in monomer B. The
correct alignment based on the structure is compared with
Gray’s alignment in Figure 3.

Although the asymmetric unit contains three molecules
of cytochromef, in vivo the cytochrome would be part of a
dimeric b6f complex (13). The functionally homologous
cytochromec1 forms part of the dimer interface in thebc1

complex (8). The three monomers in the asymmetric unit
are related by improper symmetry. The choice of asymmetric
unit is arbitrary, and was made to give a relatively compact
asymmetric unit. Because the crystal packing contacts
affecting the three monomers are different, those features
that are the same in all three monomers can be considered
intrinsic features of the cytochrome and not artifacts of
packing forces. Those parts of the structure that are different
in the three monomers can be assumed to be flexible, and
the differences probably are due to packing forces. To
understand the crystal packing, and account for the different
effects of crystal contacts on the three monomers, a list of
all intermonomer distances that are less than 3.5 Å was
made.4 The analysis indicates that residues in the front face
of the heme binding pocket (Figure 5), Y1 of monomer A
and F4 of monomers B and C, have contacts with other
monomers inside or outside the asymmetric unit. For residues
of the Lys patch (see below), only one residue in each
monomer has molecular contacts, specifically K188 of

3 All residue numbers in this work refer to the sequence of the mature
protein. For comparison with the sequence of the precursor that is
available in databases, the length of the leader sequence (31 residues)
must be added. Secondary structure elements of the protein are denoted
as in Figure A of the Supporting Information, which corresponds to
the helix and sheet anotation in PDB entry 1CFM.

FIGURE 3: Sequence alignment ofC. reinhardtii (Chlamy) with
turnip cytochromef based on Gray’s alignment (25), compared with
the alignment based on the structure (this work). In the latter,
symbols between the lines indicate the closeness of superposition
of the aligned residues, using theC. reinhardtii monomer B
structureb, turnip structure (entry 1CTM)a, andPhormidium lami-
nosumstructure (entry 1CI3)c superimposed as described in the
legend of Figure 4B. (|) CR positions differ by less than 1.0 Å
after alignment. (×) CR positions differ by 1.0 Å or more. Insertions
are placed to minimize the distance between the CR’s of aligned
residues. The asterisk indicates the totally conserved carboxylate
E186 (turnip), E187 (C. reinhardtii), and D187 (25).

Structure ofC. reinhardtii Cytochromef Biochemistry, Vol. 39, No. 26, 20007693



monomer A, K58 of monomer B, and K189 of monomer C.
Structural differences between the three monomers are

observed in the loop 1 region of the small domain (residues
185-190) (see Figure 4b). Here monomers B and C are
nearly the same (Figure 4B), as expected from the involve-
ment of this region in similar interactions (contacts 1 and 2
of footnote 4) which involve S186 and (in monomer C)
K189, while monomer A is somewhat different due to the
involvement of K188 in contact 3. The turnip structure is
different in this region due to insertion of residues L185 and
K188 in C. reinhardtii.

Dimeric Relation between Two Cytochrome f Monomers.
Although the three monomers in the chosen asymmetric unit
are related by improper symmetry, the relation between
monomer B in one asymmetric unit and monomer A in
another is a distorted (176°) proper 2-fold rotation (described
as contact 5 in footnote 4). The possibility that this represents
a physiological dimeric state will be approached in the
Discussion. The putative dimer is depicted in Figure 6, with
the likely position of the membrane shown assuming (for
lack of other information) that the cytochromef dimer 2-fold
is perpendicular to the plane of the membrane. The binding
mode ofC. reinhardtii palstocyanin based on the work of

4 The individual cytochrome monomers pack together in the crystal
forming seven different intermonomer interfaces. (1) The interface
between monomers A and B in the asymmetric unit involves H-bonds
between E34, N37, and K145 of monomer A and S186, A21, A260,
and K165 of monomer B, and close approach of A250 and Y143 of
monomer A to P117 and F4 of monomer B. (2) Monomer B has an
interface with monomer C in a different asymmetric unit which is nearly
the same as the interface of A and B, respectively, described above
with the addition of two H-bonds: one between R251 of B and P117
of C and one between E34 of B and K189 of C. (3) The interface
between monomers A and C in the chosen asymmetric unit involves
H-bonds between Y1, Q7, N63, and K188 in A and N16, N23, and
E241 in C. (4) K178 in monomer A forms H-bonds with T43 and D42
in monomer C of another asymmetric unit. (5) Monomer B is related
by a distorted 2-fold rotation of 176° to monomer A of another
asymmetric unit. This brings the side chain N of N231 in the two
monomers into H-bonding distance. Also, K217 of each monomer ion
pairs with E14 of the other, and N231 N of each H-bonds with L26 O
of the other. The guanidino group of R18 in monomer A H-bonds with
the carbonyl of L214 in B, but the complementary interaction does not
occur. (6) K58 of monomer B H-bonds with V203 of monomer B in
another asymmetric unit. (7) N99 of monomer C H-bonds with D87 of
monomer A in another asymmetric unit.

FIGURE 4: Comparison of the backbone representations of the three ncs-related monomers ofC. reinhardtii(A-C) and of turnip cytochrome
f. The molecules were superimposed so as to minimize the rms distance between corresponding CR’s. The “loop 1” and “loop 2” regions
are discussed in the text. (a) The backbone of the full protein. Residues 1-13, 18-169, and 231-248 of the large domain ofC. reinhardtii
were matched with residues 1-13, 18-169, and 230-247 of turnip, respectively. For these 183 residues, the rms deviation in CR positions
between the turnip cytochrome and monomer B ofC. reinhardtii cytochrome was 0.5 Å. The corresponding deviations of monomer A and
monomer C with monomer B inC. reinhardtiiwere 0.3 Å, in both cases. (b) Detail of the small domain. Residues 176-182, 191-197, and
204-222 of the small domain ofC. reinhardtii were matched with residues 176-182, 189-195, and 203-221 of turnip, respectively. For
these 33 residues, the rms deviation in CR position between the turnip cytochrome and the monomer B ofC. reinhardtii cytochrome was
0.4 Å. The corresponding deviations of monomer A and monomer C with monomer B inC. reinhardtii were 0.2 Å, in both cases. Side
chains for residues in the basic patch (putative plastocyanin binding site) are shown (with CPK coloring code) for the turnip structure and
for monomer B ofC. reinhardtii identified by T and C, respectively.
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Ubbink et al. (50) is also depicted. This model is further
described in the Discussion.

Heme Ligation.As seen in the cytochromef structure from
turnip (16), the heme is covalently bound to the protein by
thioether bonds through strictly conserved cysteine residues
(Cys21 and Cys24, in the fingerprint peptide Cys-X-Y-Cys-
His sequence in allc-type cytochromes). The heme Fe is
ligated by the four tetrapyrrole nitrogens, by a proximal
histidine group of H25, and by theR-amino group of the
N-terminus residue Y1 (Figure 1). This type of coordination
was shown for the first time in turnip cytochromef. The
distances between the Fe atom and Nδ of H25 or N of Y1
are 2.7 Å, in both cases. In all three monomers, the aromatic
ring of Y1 lies approximately parallel to the plane of the
heme ring (Figures 1 and 5). The heme is almost completely
buried in a hydrophobic pocket (established by highly
conserved residues such as Y1, P2, F4, F237, G72, V74,
I19, V20, A5, and P161) that shields the redox center from
the solvent (Figure 5). The only portions of the heme that
are exposed to the surface are the two propionic acid side
chains (whose negative charges are partially counterbalanced
by the fully conserved residue R156; see Figure 5) and one
of its saturated vinyl groups, barely seen at the left of Figure
5.

Lysine Cluster.Figure 7 compares the electrostatic po-
tentials at the molecular surfaces of cytochromef from C.

FIGURE 5: Space-filling Rasmol (44) representation of the central
part of theC. reinhardtii truncated form of cytochromef (monomer
B). The hydrophobic outer face of the heme binding pocket
(involving the N-terminal region) and the Lys cluster (putative
plastocyanin binding site) are shown (see the text). The top and
base of the figure are areas distal and proximal to the membrane,
respectively. Color code: blue, Lys; gray-blue, Arg; pink, Glu;
magenta, Asp; yellow, 12 aliphatic, 4 Gly, and 4 Pro residues; green,
aromatic; white, polar; and red, heme (only the two propionate
chains are clearly seen in this view). Due to the molecule
orientation, exposed water molecules W5-W7 are not seen. The
Lys úN groups are identified with asterisks. Notice that K66úN is
not in the same plane with the otherúN’s in the cluster and is
almost not seen in this view. This figure encompasses approximately
two-thirds of the large domain (bottom) and one-half of the small
domain (top).

FIGURE 6: Dimer-like noncrystallographic symmetry observed in
the crystal ofC. reinhardtii cytochromef, and interaction with
plastocyanin modeled from ref50. Above is a top view, looking
down the 2-fold axis of symmetry. Below is a side view, looking
parallel to a hypothetical membrane plane (orange) constructed
perpendicular to the 2-fold axis. The blue and yellow space-filling
models are monomers A and B from the crystal ofC. reinhardtii
cytochromef, respectively. The hemes are shown as red space-
filling models. The rectangles below the C termini in the lower
panel represent the lumenal ends of the transmembrane helices.
The magenta backbone drawings areC. reinhardtii plastocyanin
(66) oriented as in the NMR structure of the plastocyanin-
cytochromef complex (2PCF), oriented with the operators that best
superimpose cytochromef of that structure on each monomer of
theC. reinhardtiidimer. The copper atom of plastocyanin is shown
as a green sphere. The interactions betwen these two monomers in
the crystal may be similar to those involved in stabilizing a
physiological dimer in vivo (see the text). In this figure, monomer
B is taken directly from structure 1CFM; monomer A is transformed
by crystallographic symmetry operator [1/2 + x, 1/2 - y, 1 - z]
because the chosen asymmetric unit does not include this dimer.
For positioning plastocyanin, the rotation translation operator giving
the best superposition ofC. reinhardtiiplastocyanin in entry 1PLT
with poplar plastocyanin in entry 2PCF (over residues 5-45 and
65-95) was multiplied on the left by the operator giving the best
superposition of turnip cytochromef with C. reinhardtiicytochrome
f monomers A and B oriented as described above (superimposing
residues 1-4, 27-30, 45-52, 68-76, 111-117, and 142-159 of
turnip with the same residues inC. reinhardtii and residues 234-
238 of turnip with residues 235-239 of C. reinhardtii).
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reinhardtii (A) and from turnip (B) in their reduced forms.
Both basic and acidic patches are seen. These charge clusters
are natural candidates for sites involved in the stabilization
of the quaternary structure of theb6f complex and in the

(transient) association with the intermediary electron transfer
carriers (e.g., plastocyanin or cytochromec6).

In the case of turnip cytochromef, a prominent positively
charged region at the interface between the large and small
domains that contains basic residues K58, K65, K66, K187,
and R209 (16) has been proposed by many in vitro studies,
including kinetic, biochemical, and cross-linking studies (see
the references in refs31and50), electrostatic analysis (51-
53), and NMR studies (50), to be the site of electrostatic
interaction with plastocyanin. The first four of these residues
are highly conserved in eukaryotic cytochromesf (25). On
the other hand, most of the acidic residues in two structurally
conserved, closely associated, and negatively charged patches
on the surface of eukaryotic plastocyanins are also conserved.
These last patches are proposed to be the counterpart binding
site for cytochromef (21, 54, 55).

In C. reinhardtii cytochromef, the equivalent cluster of
basic residues, also contributed by both the large and small
domains, would be composed of K58, K65, K66, K188, and
K189 (Figure 5). Notice that the Lys patch and the heme
binding pocket are separated from each other through both
a translation and a ca. 60° rotation along the molecule main
axis. The temperature factors for the side chains of those
residues in all three monomers are relatively high, indicating
conformational flexibility.5

The largest difference in the electrostatic landscape around
the heme face and lysine patch is due to the presence of
aspartate 68 inC. reinhardtii where the turnip protein has
alanine and most other cytochromesf have a neutral residue.
This results in the negative (red) patch to the right of the
negative patch around the heme propionates in Figure 7A.
It also results in the complete masking (at the surface) of
the positive charge due to arginine 156, seen as a blue spot
above the heme propionates in the turnip (Figure 7B) which
is absent in theC. reinhardtii electrostatic surface. Recal-
culation of theC. reinhardtii surface charge after removing
the charge from the carboxylic oxygens of D68 resulted in
essentially the same charge distribution as seen for turnip in
this region (not shown).

The lysine cluster, as defined originally for turnip, could
be extended to K121, K122, and K217 in the microalga
(Figure 5). TheúN atoms of K58, K65, K188, K189, and
K121 are approximately in the same plane, whereas that of
K66 is not, as its lateral chain points out of the cluster
(Figures 4b and 5). This characteristic of K66 is also seen
in the turnip structure (entry 1CTM) (see Figure 4b).

Water Chain.An internal chain of buried water molecules
extending from the heme ligand H25 to a position close to
K66 has been found in the cytochromef structure from turnip
(17). The authors proposed that it could constitute a “proton
wire” (56, 57) and that, as such, it could be involved in a

5 The ranges of temperature factors of Lys Nú in the cluster detected
in the three monomers are 36-40, 30-40, 29-40, 45-78, and 37-
78 Å2 for K58, K65, K66, K188, and K189, respectively. Monomer C
exhibits the highest temperature values forúN in K58, K65, and K66,
whereas monomer A exhibits the highest ones forúN in K188 and
K189. Apart from the cases ofúN in K188 and K189 in monomer A
(which exhibit also the highest temperature values forúN in the entire
structure, possibly indicating multiple conformations), those temperature
factors are not different from the ones corresponding to all otherúN’s
outside the cluster. For the three monomers, they are close to the median
of the broad distributions shown by the total of 21 lysines per monomer.
The lowestúN temperature factor is 25 Å2.

FIGURE 7: Electrostatic potentials at the molecular surface of the
reduced forms of cytochromesf from C. reinhardtii (monomer B)
(A) and from turnip (coordinates from 1CTM) (B). Two views
rotated 180° around the longest dimension of the molecules are
shown. The orientation of the molecules at the left in each panel is
similar to the one shown in Figure 5. The surface electrostatic
potentials were calculated with the program GRASP (43) and
displayed as a color gradient from red (electronegative,e-5 kT/
charge) to blue (electropositive,g5 kT/charge). The uncharged
hydrophobic environment around the heme pocket and the overall
positive potentials of the lysine cluster, with some differences
between cytochromesf from two species, are seen. The dark stick
figures indicate the location and orientation of the heme moiety,
mainly buried in the protein (see Figure 5) with only the propionate
groups exposed, if observed in the left view (see Figure 5), and
one vinyl group exposed, if observed in the right view. In the
calculation of electrostatic potentials, hydrogen atoms were omitted
and their charges included in the charge of the atom to which they
are bound (the default for GRASP). A charge of 1 was used for
the Nú atoms of Lys, 0.5 for Nη1 and Nη2 of Arg, and-0.5 for
both carboxylate oxygens of Asp, Glu, and the heme propionates.
All other atoms of the heme were considered neutral, which is
appropriate for the reduced heme.
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pathway of proton transfer from the Rieske iron-sulfur
protein, through cytochromef, and into the chloroplast lumen,
following the oxidation of plastoquinol at the quinol oxida-
tion site.

In our structure forC. reinhardtii, the chain of five buried
water molecules previously reported in the turnip cytochrome
f structure (17) is seen in all three independent monomers.

In addition, two more water molecules (W6 and W7 in Figure
8 and Table A in the Supporting Information) can be
identified in each monomer, which extend the water chain
all the way up toúN of K66, a surface residue that, in situ,
is believed to be in contact with bulk water and interacting
with plastocyanin (Figure 8A). The locations of the five
buried water molecules are identical, and their hydrogen-

FIGURE 8: “Water chain”. (A) Locations of the seven water molecules forming the water chain (W1-W7, numbered green spheres; see the
text) are shown relative to the whole molecule. Residues H25 and K66, at the ends of the water chain, as well as the heme moieties are
indicated in a ball-and-stick representation. (B) Schematic representation of the hydrogen-bonding network directly involving the buried
(W1-W4) and exposed (W5-W7) water molecules of cytochromef from C. reinhardtii. Side chains are not shown for those residues
whose backbone atom is forming a hydrogen bond. All the residues shown in this network are strictly conserved in cytochromesf from C.
reinhardtii and higher plants (25).
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bonding network is almost identical to the respective
information reported for the turnip cytochromef structure
(17). The two additional waters correspond to water residues
107 and 135 of the turnip structure. The hydrogen-bonding
network of the water chain is shown in Figure 8B, and the
refined parameters and residue numbers in the submitted co-
ordinates file (1CFM) are listed in Table A in the Supporting
Information. In comparison with the turnip structure 1HCZ,
the OD1 and ND2 atoms of water ligands N153 and N168
are interchanged in the present structure as determined by
H-bond analysis by the verification program What-Check;
however, as these atoms cannot be distinguished by the
electron density, the difference may not be real.

The exposure of these molecules to the solvent is partial
for W5 and complete for W6 and W7, all three of them being
less ordered than W1-W4, which are completely buried.
There are no other completely buried waters in the cyto-
chrome. Water molecules W5-W7 are visible on the surface
in a space filling model; however, they are not seen in the
orientation of Figure 5. The inter-water hydrogen-bonding
chains are broken between W5 and W6 (distances of 4.0,
3.8, and 4.1 Å in monomers A-C, respectively); however,
the hydrogen bond chain is complete through hydrogen
bonding with the P232 carbonyl oxygen.

These water sites have relatively low temperature factors
(a parameter expressing the dynamic vibrations of an atom
as well as its static disorder in the crystal), and each water’s
position is within 0.2 Å of the average position for that water
in the three independent monomers. To compare the degree
of order of W1-W7 with the rest of the water molecules in
the asymmetric unit, we analyzed the distribution of tem-
perature factors of the whole population (1001 waters in
identified positions).6 This analysis indicates that the degree
of localization of all these seven waters, although exhibiting
levels lower than the mean and median, is also shared by
many other water molecules in the crystal.

DISCUSSION

Cytochromef is a subunit of the cytochromeb6f complex,
a fundamental redox enzyme in oxygenic photosynthetic
electron transport. The folding and structural features
described for turnip cytochromef (16, 17) were confirmed
here for three noncrystallographically related monomers of
cytochromef purified from the microalgaC. reinhardtii that,
due to its genetic amenability, is the preferred model
organism for eukaryotic photosynthesis. While significant
differences are observed between the turnip and the algal
cytochromes in loops and at points of insertion or deletion
in the sequence, they are not much greater than the ones
found between the structures of the three monomers for the
algal cytochrome which, being from the same crystal, were
obtained under identical conditions of ionic strength, pH,
and buffer composition. The two insertions and one deletion
in the amino acid sequence of the algal protein occur at turns

betweenâ-strands and do not affect the overall folding. The
insertion of one Lys does affect the composition of the Lys
cluster (see below), which might be functionally significant
in modifying specificity for the different electron acceptor
partners.

The main structural characteristics of cytochromef that
are currently discussed with regard to function are (a) the
conserved residues of the heme pocket and the unusual heme
Fe ligation byR-amino group of tyrosine 1, (b) the cluster
of lysine residues that is proposed to be the docking site of
plastocyanin, and (c) the chain of seven water molecules
bound to conserved residues that extends between the heme
pocket and K58 and K66 at the lysine cluster.

Front Face of the Heme Binding Pocket. The significance
of the conserved residues in the N-terminal end of the protein
(25) has been tested with site-directed mutagenesis inC.
reinhardtii (32, 58). Mutants of Y1 or P2 exhibited normal
cytochromef photooxidation but with its reduction inhibited
to various degrees. This indicated that residues 1 and 2 in
the front face of the heme pocket play a direct or indirect
role in the redox equilibration with the Fe-S cluster in the
Rieske subunit, but not with plastocyanin (32). These results
are in contradiction with simulations (51, 52), and the NMR
resolution (50) of the plastocyanin-cytochromef complex
configuration. All these works show that Y1 is involved in
the electron transfer path between both molecules. The
paradox will be solved with the structural resolution of the
cytochromeb6f complex.

Flexibility in the Orientation of the Small and Large
Domains and of the Lateral Chains at the ConserVed Lysine
Patch.The lysine patch inC. reinhardtii involving K58, K65,
K66, K188, and K189 is very similar to the one in turnip.
Nevertheless, the following differences are found between
both proteins. Considering that in turnip the span from
residue 202 to 221 contains a single basic residue (R209)
while in C. reinhardtii in the span from residues 190 to 216
there is a single basic residue (K207), it can be proposed
that K207 is the charged residue counterpart of R209.
Nevertheless, K207 inC. reinhardtii is not associated with
the Lys cluster described above (Figures 4b and 5), in
contrast with the case of R209 for turnip (16). Besides, K121
and K217 which could be proposed as participants in the
Lys cluster inC. reinhardtii (see Figure 5) are replaced by
Q121 and S216 in turnip, respectively. These subtle differ-
ences in the Lys cluster in terms of charges and positions
due to mutations, as well as insertions and deletions (Figures
3 and 4b), could be responsible for some differences in the
electron partner specificity of the two species. For example,
the C. reinhardtii cytochrome f can interact with both
plastocyanin and cytochromec6 as mobile electron acceptors
(22, 31), whereas higher-plant cytochromef interacts in situ
with only plastocyanin (22).

The role of these conserved residues in the redox reaction
has been studied inC. reinhardtii by site-directed mutagen-
esis. With a series of mutants, where K58, K65, K66, K188,
and K189 have been replaced mainly with polar residues or
Glu, it has been shown that, in contrast with what was
expected, the complete neutralization of the charges in the
Lys cluster does not affect the kinetics of photooxidation of
cytochromef at pH 7 in uncoupled intact cells (31, 48),
although reactions in permeabilized cells (48, 59) and in vitro
(60) are inhibited. The in vivo results are also in disagreement

6 The range of values detected (2.4-75.4 Å2) was divided in intervals
of 1.25 Å2. The resulting distribution is broad and, probably, multi-
modal. The global mean, median, and standard deviation of the whole
distribution are 36.6, 35.7, and 13.8 Å2, respectively. In comparison,
and for all three monomers, temperature factors of W1-W5 lie before
the first 13% of the whole distribution, whereas W6 and W7 can have
values extending before the median.
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with theoretically predicted (51-53) and NMR-resolved (50)
structures of the reactive complex. The reason for the
discrepancy is unsettled.

The flexibility shown by these Lys lateral chains in the
crystal is still consistent with this cluster being involved in
the plastocyanin binding site, because a conformationally
mobile area may be instrumental in allowing an “induced
fit” to different electron acceptors (plastocyanin or cyto-
chromec6) or in guiding the approach of them from different
orientations (see below). Decreased mobility of these residues
upon complexation could be expected, as seen in other
protein complexes (61).

The three monomers show flexibility in the relative
position of the constituent large and small domains. The
interface between these domains involves a patch of Lys
residues (putative binding site for plastocyanin) with rela-
tively mobile side chains. This flexibility might be needed
to accommodate different electron transfer partners, such as
plastocyanin or cytochromec6, and to achieve a conforma-
tional rearrangement after the initial docking (62). It can also
be interpreted in terms of the “Velcro” model of a binding
site (63-65). According to this model, there is not one
unique specific lock-and-key interaction, but rather the two
reacting molecules can interact through multiple different
configurations with similar energies. Such a dynamic con-
figuration of the binding between plastocyanin and cyto-
chromef has been deduced by NMR (50).

Since high-resolution structures are available for both
plastocyanin (66) and cytochromec6 (67) from C. reinhardtii,
this is a particularly good system for studying the interaction
of cytochromef with these redox partners. In the model of
Figure 6, we have usedC. reinhardtii cytochromef and
plastocyanin, oriented by superposition of the molecules with
poplar plastocyanin and turnip cytochromef from the NMR
structure of the complex (50). Cytochromef monomer A
makes a particularly good interaction with plastocyanin.
Lysines 188 and 189 have their CR positions about 5.7 Å
from the CR of plastocyanin D53 and E43, respectively. Asn
63 is 6.2 Å from D59 of plastocyanin [C. reinhardtii
plastocyanin sequence numbering as in entry 2PLT (66) to
match spinach plastocyanin]. Note that K188 (cytochrome
f) and D53 (plastocyanin) are not conserved in the turnip
and poplar proteins from which the complex structure was
determined.

The interdomain flexibility could be important in the
mechanism of interaction of cytochromef not only with its
oxidant partner(s) but also, in alternation, with the Rieske
protein, involving an oscillatory catalytic mechanism analo-
gous to the one proposed in ref8. Finally, the interdomain
flexibility could have a role in the correct association of
cytochromef with other interfacing subunits of the cyto-
chromeb6f complex. In the model depicted in Figure 6, the
interface between the two cytochromef molecules involves
mainly interlocking of the interdomain notches.

An AlternatiVe Structural Role for the Water Array.As in
turnip, an array of buried waters is also present inC.
reinhardtii cytochromef. A proton wire function has been
proposed for this chain (17). The residues participating in
side chain hydrogen bonds such as Q59, N153, Q158, N168,
and N233 (N232 in turnip) are strictly conserved in all
cytochromesf whose sequences are known (25). Further-
more, those residues participating in backbone hydrogen

bonds are also strictly conserved in all cytochromesf with
only one exception, K58 which is replaced with Q in
cyanobacteria (25).

Similar chains of hydrogen-bonded water molecules have
been previously observed in bacteriorhodopsin (68) and in
a bacterial photosynthetic reaction center (69-70) and have
been proposed to function as proton wires. Nevertheless, the
proposed proton translocation function of this conserved
water array in cytochromef has not yet been demonstrated
or, in principle, expected, as protons generated at the quinol
oxidizing site should have shorter pathways by which to
reach the lumen than one involving, in series, the Rieske
and cytochromef proteins. Mutational analysis of the residues
associated with the cytochromef water array has not yielded
a unique answer yet (71).

In addition to the proton wire function, another purely
structural (hydrogen bonding) role can be postulated. The
analysis of the structural data shown in Figure 8B and Table
A (Supporting Information) is consistent with the possibility
of a structural role in the large domain. Most significantly,
due to their complete or partial enclosure in the protein body
and low temperature factors, W1-W5 make hydrogen bonds
between some of themselves and between stretches of
residues that are far away in sequence. In one case, they
relate at the same time with residues placed 80 positions
apart, i.e., residues 153-156, 158, and 168 with residues
232-236. Consequently, as can be seen from Figure 8B and
Table A,3 one end ofâ-strands SB3 and SB4, four residues
immediately upstream of SB4, two residues immediately
downstream of SB3, and Q158 and N168 in a loop between
the small and large domains are connected by an abundant
network of water-dependent hydrogen bonds. In the other
case, W1 and W2 also establish bonds with the loop between
SA1-H2 that is close to the N-terminal portion, more than
100 and 200 residues apart from SB3 and SB4, respectively.
We can consider this structure as a “core” contributed by
different secondary structure elements of the protein that is
stabilized, at least in part, by hydrogen bonds mediated by
waters. Probably less significant, due to their higher tem-
perature factors and exposure, W6 and W7, with W4 and
W5, connect to the core the loop between strands BB1 and
BB2, which bear the conserved K58, K65, and K66. Other
cases of buried water molecules, either single or in arrays,
are known (72-75). Even water molecules bound to the
protein surface can have a role in protein folding, stability,
recognition, and activity (76).

Another explanation for the presence of the internal water
array would consider these waters as resulting from their
entrapment during the folding process. Those waters, without
any functional role, would be stabilized by circumstantial
hydrogen bonds to the indicated residues, which would have
been conserved for other reasons.

PutatiVe in Situ Dimeric Configuration of Cytochrome f.
The physiological state of the membrane-embedded cyto-
chrome b6f complex is a dimer (9-12, 14), and the
functionally homologous cytochromec1 is involved in the
dimer contact in the mitochondrial cytochromebc1 complex
(8). If cytochromes f of the dimeric b6f complex also
contribute to the dimer interface, cytochromef may have an
affinity for itself which could be revealed in the crystal
packing. Of the seven different types of intermonomer
contacts observed in the crystal, the only one which
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approximates 2-fold symmetry is that described as contact
5 in footnote 4. This association is the most intimate of the
intermonomer contacts, with 3033 Å2 buried in dimer
formation (about 1500 Å2, or more than 10% of the monomer
surface area, is buried on each monomer). It is thus tempting
to speculate that this association between two monomers in
the crystal represents the arrangement of monomers in the
dimeric cytochromeb6f complex, as suggested by Figure 6.

This contact involves both large and small domains; in
fact, the “necks” between the domains are interlocked in a
way that provides considerable rigidity to the putative dimer.
The lysine patch and the hydrophobic heme face (likely to
be involved in the interaction with plastocyanin) are exposed.
A solution structure for the complex of poplar plastocyanin
with turnip cytochromef is available (50) (PDB entry 2PCF).
As illustrated in Figure 6, it is possible for plastocyanin to
bind either monomer, in the manner revealed by this NMR
structure, without interference from the other monomer. We
assume that the dimer 2-fold axis would be perpendicular
to the membrane as indicated in Figure 6. Both C-termini
of the truncated proteins are close to the membrane surface
in this model, as expected if the truncated portion is a
transmembrane anchor.

A functional dimer of cytochromec6, which like plasto-
cyanin mediates between cytochromef and PS I under some
conditions, has been postulated by Kerfeld and co-workers
(67) and is based on crystal contacts. Our proposed dimeric
cytochrome f would not be consistent with one of the
physiological roles suggested for the cytochromec6 dimer,
efficient intercomplex transfer of electrons from dimeric
cytochromef, because the heme irons of dimeric cytochrome
c6 are only separated by about 18 Å. It would be consistent
with three other possible roles proposed by those authors.
(a) Dimeric cytochromec6 could allow efficient delivery of
electrons to trimeric PSI complexes (although here again one
suspects the receiving centers will be rather too far apart).
(b) Dimerization of cytochromec6 after reduction by
cytochromef could occlude the C corner of the heme to
inhibit electron return to cytochromef. (c) Dimerization of
cytochromec6 in response to ionic composition and pH could
regulate electron transfer based on the electrochemical
potential gradient accross the thylakoid lumen (67).

In the model depicted in Figure 6, the normal to the heme
plane is 79° from the dimer 2-fold axis; therefore, the heme
plane is 79° from the plane of the membrane. This is similar
to the value (74°) calculated for cytochromec1 from entry
1BCC. However this is inconsistent with the values of∼25-
30° estimated by EPR spectroscopy of oriented membranes
(77-79). Thus, unless there is some artifact in the EPR
measurements, our dimer from the crystal is probably not a
good model for the cytochromesf in the dimeric cytochrome
b6f complex.

PerspectiVes.Despite functional similarities, the structure
of cytochromef is different from that of mitochondrial
cytochromec1 which is mainly made ofR-helices and has
different heme ligation (8). Because they share a low degree
of sequence identity and have different cellular origins
(cytochromef is organelle-encoded and cytochromec1 is
nucleus-encoded in eukaryotes), they might represent a
convergent functional evolution (80).

As cytochromef sequences are highly conserved across
eukaryotes and cyanobacteria (25), the structures presented

here together with those from turnip (17) and cyanobacteria
(81) should serve as a prototype for the main structural
features of all cytochromesf. Small differences could be
attributed to functional specificities or evolutionary drift.

Free subunits of macromolecular complexes, although
easier to crystallize than the entire complex, may have
different structural and physicochemical characteristics than
they do in situ, where a variety of interactions with other
domains exists. Nevertheless, these results will allow struc-
ture-function studies with solid structural foundation, and
will help in the resolution of the full cytochromeb6f complex
structure, once suitable crystals are obtained.
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